WEATHER FORECAST
Centro Valanghe di Arabba
Alpine Meteorology Office

issued by Arabba Avalanche Centre
Thursday, Jun 27th 2019 at 13.00 h
Lavaredo Ultratrail

SYNOPTIC SITUATION: The High pressure from Africa, responsible for the ongoing heat
wave, will move its main axis to France between Friday and Saturday, permitting, after the
warmest peak of Thursday (+10/+12°C above the average), a significant fall in temperatures
due to less warm air flow from North and North-East, even if with values still above the
seasonal average. On Sunday the main High pressure axis will shift to East directly
interesting the Alps, keeping temperatures above the seasonal average.

Today: Sunny weather, with weak growth of cumulus clouds, which will slightly limit the
sunshine, with very low chance of some isolated shower or heat thunderstorm in the
afternoon/evening (10/30%). Hot will have its peak, with maximum daily value 31/32°C in
Cortina. Moderate/fresh Northerly top mountain winds, breezes in the valley.

Sea surface prognostic chart for 12 GMT
of Friday 28th June 2019
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WEATHER FORECAST
FRIDAY 28: Mostly sunny weather, with weak growth of diurnal cumulus clouds, but with quite
absent chance of some isolated showers or heat thunderstorms in the afternoon/evening
(0/20%). Still above the seasonal average temperatures, even if falling compared to
Thursday’s values.

Temperatures: Stationary the Low in the valley, falling aloft in the evening; falling the High
ones. At 1500 m: min 17 °C max 25°C; at 2200 m: min 12°C max 17°C.
Wind: In the valley light/moderate due to breezes; top mountains Northerly moderate/fresh
winds, 15-30 km/h at 2000 m, 25-45 km/h at 3000 m.

Friday 28
Confidence: good

SATURDAY 29: Mostly sunny weather, with clear or scattered sky due to possible low clouds
patches in the night and early in the morning and due to weak cumulus clouds in the day,
without any precipitation. Still warm diurnal climate even if with further fall in temperatures.
Temperatures: Falling. At 1500 m: min 16 °C max 22°C; at 2200 m: min 11°C max 16°C.
Wind: In the valley light/moderate due to breezes; top mountains Northerly light/moderate
winds, 5-15 km/h at 2000 m, 10-25 km/h at 3000 m.

Saturday 29
Confidence: good

TREND
SUNDAY 30: Mostly sunny weather, very warm and settled, even if a wider cumuliform
cloudiness will be possible in the day, with very low chance of isolated shower or heat
thunderstorm in the afternoon/evening. Newly slightly rising diurnal temperatures. Light winds
everywhere.
Forecaster: G.M.
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LOCAL WEATHER FORECAST FOR FRIDAY 28 - (Sky condition - % precipitations)
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